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Integrity / Truthfulness

Integrity (Webster's definition)

1. Strict personal honesty and independence (as in not being influenced toward

evil by an outside force)

2. Completeness, unity

3. Soundness

Honest (Webster's definition)

1. Marked by truthfulness and integrity; Upright

2. Not deceptive or fraudulent; Genuine

3. True; Not false; Honest reporting

4. Frank and straightforward; Sincere

5. Without disguise or pretense

"Integrity" (Heb.)

Simplicity, soundness, completeness, upright, perfection

Original meaning was simplicity, completely without deception

1 Kings 22:34

34 Now a certain man drew his bow at random and struck the king of Israel in a joint of the armor. So he said to
the driver of his chariot, “Turn around and take me out of the fight; for I am severely wounded.”

Genesis 20:5-6

5 “Did he not himself say to me, ‘She is my sister’? And she herself said, ‘He is my brother.’ In the integrity of
my heart and the innocence of my hands I have done this.”
6 Then God said to him in the dream, “Yes, I know that in the integrity of your heart you have done this, and I
also kept you from sinning against Me; therefore I did not let you touch her.
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1 Kings 9:4

4 “As for you, if you will walk before Me as your father David walked, in integrity of heart and uprightness,
doing according to all that I have commanded you and will keep My statutes and My ordinances,

Simplicity- or sincerity of heart and intention, truthfulness, uprightness

"Thummim"...on the breastplate of the high priest. Emblem of and connected

with complete truth— (plural of integrity— )

Interesting that God would choose a word which describes integrity to place on

the breastplate.

Equivalent words in the NT:

"Sincerity"...Clearness, purity

"Truth"...To be true in doctrine and profession; To speak or tell the truth.

"The pure heart"...Clean, clear, pure

"The single eye"...Clear, single, without deception

Root idea is of honesty, sincerity, genuineness; Without deception; Soundness,

and is fundamental to true character

Proverbs 19:1

1 Better is a poor man who walks in his integrity
Than he who is perverse in speech and is a fool.

20:7

7 A righteous man who walks in his integrity—
How blessed are his sons after him.

(A man of integrity will provide a righteous "legacy" for his family)

Acts 24:16

16 “In view of this, I also do my best to maintain always a blameless conscience both before God and before
men.

(A life of integrity will give one no cause for embarrasment. No need to look

over one's shoulder. This is the only way to have a blameless conscience)

1 Peter 2:12
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12 Keep your behavior excellent among the Gentiles, so that in the thing in which they slander you as evildoers,
they may because of your good deeds, as they observe them, glorify God in the day of visitation.

(Excellent (KJ) Honest. Beautiful, good, valuable, virtuous, worthy)

(The world will see our deeds; God will be glorified or dishonored).

1 Peter 3:16

16 and keep a good conscience so that in the thing in which you are slandered, those who revile your good
behavior in Christ will be put to shame.

(Integrity will rob the world of the opportunity to slander the name of our

God)

1Psalm 51:6

6 Behold, You desire truth ("Truth"...Certainty, truth, trustworthiness, faithful, right,

sure, true)in the innermost being,

And in the hidden part You will make me know wisdom.
(Integrity extends to the very depth of our souls)

Proverbs 12:19

19 Truthful lips will be established forever,
But a lying tongue is only for a moment.

16:13;

13 Righteous lips are the delight of kings,
And he who speaks right is loved.

Isaiah 25:1

1 O LORD, You are my God;
I will exalt You, I will give thanks to Your name;
For You have worked wonders,
Plans formed long ago, with perfect faithfulness.

(God is perfectly faithful, completely filled with integrity)

65:16

16 “Because he who is blessed in the earth
Will be blessed by the God of truth; ("Truth"...Certainty, truth, trustworthiness, faithful,

right, sure, true)

1The New American Standard Bible, 1995 Update, (La Habra, California: The Lockman Foundation) 1996.
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And he who swears in the earth
Will swear by the God of truth; ("Truth"...Certainty, truth, trustworthiness, faithful,

right, sure, true)

(God is a God of truth)

"The devil is like a mad dog that is chained up. He is powerless to harm us when

we are outside his reach, but once we enter his circle we expose ourselves again to

injury or harm." —Aurelius Augustine

The Living Bible, Ephesians 4:20-25:

20But that isn’t the way Christ taught you! 21If you have really heard his voice and learned from him the truths
concerning himself, 22then throw off your old evil nature—the old you that was a partner in your evil ways—
rotten through and through, full of lust and shame.

23Now your attitudes and thoughts must all be constantly changing for the better. 24Yes, you must be a new
and different person, holy and good. Clothe yourself with this new nature.
25Stop lying to each other; tell the truth, for we are parts of each other and when we lie to each other we are
hurting ourselves. 2

The NASB updated, Ephesians 4:25:

25 Therefore, laying aside falsehood, SPEAKTRUTH EACH ONE of you WITH HIS NEIGHBOR, for we are members of
one another.3

Are you [a person of integrity]?

If so, when you give your word, you do it. Exactly as you said you

would. Because integrity means you are verbally trustworthy.

Furthermore, when bills come due, you pay them. Because integrity

means you are financially dependable. Also, when you're tempted to

mess around with an illicit sexual affair, you resist. Because integrity

means you are morally pure. You don't fudge because you're able to

cover your tracks. Neither do you fake it because you're now a big shot.

2The Living Bible, (Wheaton, Ill.: Tyndale House Publishers, Inc.) 1997.
3The New American Standard Bible, 1995 Update, (La Habra, California: The Lockman Foundation) 1996.
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Being successful doesn't give anybody the right to call wrong right. Or

the okay to say something's okay if it isn't okay.

Adversity or prosperity, both are tough tests on our balance. To stay

balanced through prosperity—ah, that demands integrity. The swift

wind of compromise is a lot more devastating than the sudden jolt of

misfortune.

That's why walking on a wire is harder than standing up in a storm.

Height has a strange way of disturbing our balance.

—Adapted from Chuck Swindoll's Come Before Winter

Proverbs 19:1,5,9

1 Better is a poor man who walks in his integrity
Than he who is perverse in speech and is a fool.
5 A false witness will not go unpunished,
And he who tells lies will not escape.
9 A false witness will not go unpunished,
And he who tells lies will perish. 4

Proverbs 6:16-19

16 There are six things which the LORD hates,
Yes, seven which are an abomination to Him:
17 Haughty eyes, a lying tongue,
And hands that shed innocent blood,
18 A heart that devises wicked plans,
Feet that run rapidly to evil,
19 A false witness who utters lies ,
And one who spreads strife among brothers. 5

One of the marks of a person of integrity will be a truthful tongue.

4The New American Standard Bible, 1995 Update, (La Habra, California: The Lockman Foundation) 1996.
5The New American Standard Bible, 1995 Update, (La Habra, California: The Lockman Foundation) 1996.
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Bill Hybels started Willow Creek Community Church 25 years ago in a rented

movie theater. Today his church has 16,000 members and is making an incredible

impact upon the world.

My boss and I had the privilege of sitting under his teaching for parts of 2 days

in early October 2000. He writes,

Quote,

"BUT I'M AN EXCEPTION!"

One evening I stopped by the church just to encourage those who

were there rehearsing for the spring musical. I didn't intend to stay

long, so I parked my car next to the entrance. After a few minutes, I ran

back to my car and drove home.

The next morning I found a note in my office mailbox. It read: A

small thing, but Tuesday night when you came to rehearsal, you parked

in the 'No Parking' area. A reaction from one of my crew (who did not

recognize you until after you got out of the car) was, "There's another

jerk parking in the 'No Parking' area!" We try hard not to allow people—

even workers—to park anywhere other than the parking lots. I would

appreciate you cooperation, too. It was signed by a member of our

maintenance staff.

I'm sorry to report this staff member is no longer with us. He was

late coming back for lunch the next day, and we had to let him go. You

have to draw the line somewhere...

No, I'm kidding. Actually he's still very much with us, and his stock

went up in my book because he had the courage to write me about what

could have been a slippage in my character.
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And he was right on the mark. As I drove up that night, I had

thought, I shouldn't park here, but after all, I am the pastor. That

translates: I'm an exception to the rules. But that employee wouldn't

allow me to sneak down the road labeled "I'm an exception."

I'm not the exception to church rules, nor am I the exception to

sexual rules or financial rules or any of God's rules. As a leader, I am not

an exception; I'm to be the example. According to Scripture, I am to live

in such a way that I can say, "Follow me. Park where I park. Live as I

live."

That's why we all need people like my staff member to hold us

accountable in even small matters. Because when we keep the minor

matters in line, we don't stumble over the larger ones.

Just when I was starting to think, I'm an exception, somebody on our

staff cared enough to say, "Don't do it, Bill, not even in one small area."

That's love.

—Bill Hybels

Willow Creek Community Church

South Barrington, Illinois

One of the reasons we take up lying and loose integrity is pride— We think we

are good enough to get away with it—

Or we will not get caught— or it doesn't really apply to us.

PRIDE

"Pali, this bull has killed me." So said Jose Cubero, one of Spain's most

brilliant matadors, before he lost consciousness and died.

Only 21 years old, he had been enjoying a spectacular career.

However, in this 1985 bullfight, Jose made a tragic mistake. He thrust
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his sword a final time into a bleeding, delirious bull, which then

collapsed. Considering the struggle finished, Jose turned to the crowd to

acknowledge the applause.

The bull, however, was not dead. It rose and lunged at the

unsuspecting matador, its horn piercing his back and puncturing his

heart.

Just when we think we've finished off pride, just when we turn to

accept the congratulations of the crowd, pride stabs us in the back. We

should never consider pride dead before we are.

—Craig Brian Larson

Arlington Heights, Illinois

SIN'S DELUSION

In A View From the Zoo, Gary Richmond, a former zoo keeper, had

this to say:

"Raccoons go through a gladular change at about 24 months. After

that they often attack their owners. Since a 30-pound raccoon can be

equal to a 100-pound dog in a scrap, I felt compelled to mention the

change coming to a pet raccoon owned by a young friend of mine, Julie.

She listened politely as I explained the coming danger. I'll never forget

her answer.

"'It will be different for me...' And she smiled as she added, 'Bandit

wouldn't hurt me. He just wouldn't.'

"Three months later Julie underwent plastic surgery for facial

lacerations sustained when her adult raccoon attacked her for no

apparent reason. Bandit was released into the wild."
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Sin, too, often comes dressed in an adorable guise, and as we play

with it, how easy it is to say, "It will be different for me." The results are

predictable.

— Bob Campbell

Lima, New York

THE FINE LINE BETWEEN MINE AND THINE

A friend grew up on the mission field. For him, the distinction

between what belonged to the mission and what belonged to the

missionary was never entirely clear. Later, as a pastor, the graying of

the line between church property and pastor's possessions led to

financial abuse and an eventual conviction for embezzling church funds.

Since then, I have reflected a lot on the distinction between mine and

thine. That distinction, I've found, is not always clear. Consider the

following:

Office Supplies. When is it appropriate to use church letterhead?

Church stamps? How much of the letter must be ministry related to

justify the church's paying for it?

Telephone. Should the church pay for a call to my parents to consult

about a church problem? How about the long-distance call to a pastor

friend (we're both in the Lord's work, aren't we)? Should my present

church pay for calls to former parishioners regarding issues related to

my previous ministry?

Publications. If your church provides a book and/or subscription

fund, are those items purchased in your name or the church's? Do they

remain with the church when you leave?
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Automobile. Our church has a gas credit card for refueling the

church van. Am I entitled to use that card to fuill up my car if it is used

for a church outing?

Hospitality. Was the breakfast I had this morning business or

personal? What constitutes ministry? How much of the conversation

over the meal would have to be about church or spiritual matters to

justify reimbursement?

Continuing education. What is a pastor entitled to charge against the

conference account? Do confereneces have to be directly related to one's

profession? What about classes to retrain for another specialty? If the

church sends you to a conference, are you obligated to attend the entire

conference, or is some time off legitimate?

Time. I'm writing this article during normal working hours. Should I

confine my writing to other that "company time"? What if I'm writing

sermons or teaching material that can double as publishable material?

Am I entitled to the profits?

I don't have any easy answers. Ministry and personal life are almost

inseparable. I've found more questions than answers. But integrity

demands that we constantly be asking the question, "Is this mine or

thine?" To stop asking the question, or the cease being willing to discuss

the matter openly with the board, is to invite compromise of our

personal integrity.

—Richard L. Bergstrom

Euzoa Bible Church

Steamboat Springs, Colorado

7 Steps on the Downward Staircase of Honesty

1. Sin
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We lie to cover our sin. The greater the sin, the more we lie.

Things we lie about: Money, sex, secret sins, addictions, lusts, desires...The list is

endless.

Satan convinces us that it is better to lie than to take the consequences of our

action.

We can "break" the chain of lying right here by confessing and telling the truth.

The truth is always better than the lie.

2. Self-Protection

Lies are weaklings. They need bodyguards. The lie needs to be hidden. Soon

each lie is smothered by other lies. Satan convinces us that the lie must be hidden

at all costs.

The only power the lie has is the secret. If we tell the truth, the lie has no more

power over us.

3. Habit

We make habits of everything:

Lying can/will become a habit. We will quickly acquire the habit of lying once

we start.

After we lie because we need to, we begin to lie without need. I t becomes

second nature. You hardly notice.

If asked why, you don't know. You have crossed from lying to being a liar.

Satan will convince you that the lie is OK (See 4-5 below).

4. Self-Deception
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After a while we loose track of truth. The line between the truth and the lie

becomes fuzzy and indistinct after we have lied for a while. You cannot bear to

think you are lying, so to relive your pricking, rubbing conscience, you begin to

half-believe your own lies.

Satan will convince you that the lie is the truth.

5. Rationalization

You begin to blame the lie's weakness on the truth itself. How silly to believe in

absolutes. Truth is slippery, elusive; Truth is whatever you can get away with.

Satan will plant deception in your mind to make it look like the truth.

Rom. 1:21, 28-32:

21 For even though they knew God, they did not honor Him as God or give thanks, but they became futile
in their speculations, and their foolish heart was darkened.

28 And just as they did not see fit to acknowledge God any longer, God gave them over to a depraved
mind, to do those things which are not proper,
29 being filled with all unrighteousness, wickedness, greed, evil; full of envy, murder, strife, deceit, malice;
they are gossips,
30 slanderers, haters of God, insolent, arrogant, boastful, inventors of evil, disobedient to parents,
31 without understanding, untrustworthy, unloving, unmerciful;
32 and although they know the ordinance of God, that those who practice such things are worthy of death,
they not only do the same, but also give hearty approval to those who practice them.

6. Technique

Lying becomes a craft. We become skilled at it. A big lie repeated over and over

works better than a small lie. Nobody can believe you would tell such a whopper.

So there is motive to tell more whoppers. Lying about everything means people

will believe you could not tell all those lies. Everybody does it. Honesty becomes so
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mixed with truth no one knows for sure. No one cares anymore. Satan is the

author of confusion.

7. Morality turns upside down

When lying is accepted instead of being condemned, it is required. It is just

another way to win—To refuse to lie means disloyalty.

How serious are we about the truth? Do we dare yield to the truth and allow it

to make us honest? Are we willing to allow the truth of God's Word to shape and

mold our lives? Are we willing to allow it to make our decisions for us?

Christlikeness is our example.

Some Practical Thoughts on Integrity

Integrity must be a part of all areas of our lives. Let's think about some major

areas...

Financial

It is obvious that those of us who handle money for our employers need to

handle it with integrity.

Each of us has his/her own custom-built set of financial temptations.

Do we fathers/husbands/wives/mothers spend our resources in a selfish way?

Do we indulge ourselves at the expense of our families? Are we fair and consistent

in our spending on ourselves and each of our children?

Are our tax returns accurate?

Are we consistent in our public and private use of money?

A person of integrity is generous and shares with those in need.
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The Devil knows that our pocketbook is often the last thing to get sanctified.

The sins of greed, covetousness and lust for stuff are rooted in our attitudes

toward finances.

A person of integrity will have a proper attitude toward his finances.

Work

This is the place where a major chunk of our time is spent.

How do we conduct ourselves at work?

Do we separate our secular and our spiritual lives? Are we more careful and

consistent when we know others are watching us? Are our lives lived differently on

the job than while at church?

Do we give our employers an honest day's work for our wages?

Do we waste time, extend breaks or slack off when the boss isn't looking?

Are we model employees?

Do we witness on company time?

How are our attitudes toward our bosses? Our coworkers?

Do those of us who supervise do it with fairness and Christian principles?

Our work is a major area of our Christian witness. A person of integrity will

have a reputation of being a good person to work for or a good person to have on

the work team.

Sexual

Satan knows we are sexual creatures. The sexual temptation is a really big gun

in his arsenal. A person of integrity conducts him/her self in a way that makes it

clear to his/her colleagues that he/she is a person of sexual integrity. Sexual

expression outside the marriage bond is sin. We know that and the Devil usually
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isn't brazen enough to hit us head on with this sin. Think with me about some

questions:

Am I developing an improper emotional relationship with someone who is not

my spouse?

Am I acting or dressing in a way that would send mixed signals to those of the

opposite sex?

Am I allowing any behavior, books, pictures, videos, internet or anything that

would open me up to Satan's foothold in my life?

Am I indulging in any behavior which I would not feel comfortable doing if

Jesus were there or my Christian friends were watching?

If necessary, will I be accountable to someone for the sexual side of my life?

A person who practices sexual integrity needs to be constantly on the alert for

subtle temptations in the moral area.

Integrity requires us to balance our lives. It is so easy to go overboard in some

area of our Christian lives. Integrity needs to be a way of life for us. Our public

and private behavior should match and be consistent.

Integrity is what we do when we know no one will ever know.

Let's ask God to make us men/women of integrity.

Integrity is perhaps summarized best in the words of the Jewish shema in

Deuteronomy 6:4-5...

4 “Hear, O Israel! The LORD is our God, the LORD is one!
5 “You shall love the LORD your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your might.

Integrity requires eternal vigillance!

Men and women of integrity— That is our goal! Heart, soul, might! Never give

up— Never, never, never!
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